April 18, 2021
Dear fellow Criswell Trustees:
This is the second time I have had to write you concerning something unfortunate in less than a year. The
first was personal: Dr. Creamer’s participation in the libel of a group of Baptist leaders, myself among
them, on Twitter. He never apologized and I let that matter drop, never commenting on it publicly and
never raising it with any of you again.
Now, however, we face a doctrinal matter, one which I believe – along with a great many Criswell
graduates who have contacted me – represents a meaningful departure from the College’s moorings and
history. I wish to address that briefly here.
Josh and Jacki King are graduates of Criswell College. Josh is a pastor in Conway, Arkansas; Jacki serves
as his church’s women’s minister. This fall, the College asked Jacki to speak in chapel. Josh posted on
Twitter that she was “preaching” in chapel. I reached out to the College’s administration (though not Dr.
Creamer) and was told that Josh was mistaken, and that the College did not see her as “preaching”.
I took no issue with that and said nothing further. The Bible proscribes women from very few things,
while opening the door to nearly all (a thoughtful reading of Proverbs 31 alone should demonstrate the
magnitude of that truth). And it is noteworthy that W.A. Criswell himself permitted his wife to lead a coed Sunday School class, though both Criswells were at pains to provide a “class pastor” under whose
authority she taught. I am not sure I agree that 1 Tim. 2 permits what they did, but I certainly understand
why Criswell College might.
Having said that, when two weeks ago Josh – who is particularly publicly vociferous in his criticism of
me and of many other Southern Baptists – made it a point to emphasize that his wife’s ministry is a
“Preaching” ministry, I responded to his tweet, in this manner: (1) that this is one reason some of us see
drift in the Convention (note that this was the same week that Beth Moore publicly renounced
complementarianism, after long claiming a position identical to that of Jacki King and, as it turns out,
Barry Creamer); and (2) that Josh’s statement was not a one-time thing, that he had promoted her chapel
appearance at Criswell as preaching also, despite the College denying that it was.
I did not at any point suggest that the College had done anything wrong, or that it agreed with Josh King’s
position.
It turns out that I was mistaken. In the following days, Dr. Creamer posted the following statement, which
I believe to be a significant departure from the historic position of Criswell College. Perhaps I am
mistaken, but if indeed I am, had I known that when I joined the board five years ago, I would not have
joined. I suspect there are a good many Criswell graduates who would feel similarly.
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To the best of my knowledge, there has been no board action that would sanction this shift. I am not
aware of the Trustees being consulted about such a significant change, and I do not believe it to be the
sort of change a college president should have power to enact on his own authority. One wonders what
other shifts Criswell is embarking on without Trustee knowledge or approval.
But I am able to name one of them.
Shortly after my comments regarding Josh King and complementarianism, I was contacted by our board
chairman asking whether I might like to resign. Remember that I had not even so much as criticized the
College (not that I am aware that criticism of the College is forbidden to Trustees). Here are his words:
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To Chris’s credit, he was nothing if not polite, though he became a tad more insistent a few days later (I
was traveling in between):

Note well: I have obviously not been removed from the board or there would be no need for this
correspondence; and in any case, as a board, we certainly have not had any such vote on my status (or if
we did, I received no notice, so it was or would have been in violation of the Texas Business
Organizations Code).
Despite this, before the chairman’s first email to me, the College administration had already removed me
from the list of College Trustees posted on our website:
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You Trustees will have to decide for yourselves whether you think the President should have the power to
unilaterally fire you. Or change the doctrinal position of the school on matters such as the interpretation of
1st Timothy 2 and 3 (and I’ve spoken to several former Criswell Presidents and graduates who assure me
this is indeed a change).
I, however, will have no more to say about that. This is the last year of my second term, and I am going to
accept Chris Lantrip’s invitation to resign. Not out of rancor, or out of any lack of friendship for many, if
not precisely all, of you. Rather, I am going to resign for this reason:
Criswell is a preacher college. That’s what it has been and likely always will be. One may make whatever
nuanced arguments they choose to shoehorn this or that practice into the Baptist Faith and Message and
the relevant passages of Scripture – in this case, the functional egalitarianism of promoting a woman
“preaching” to our students in our chapel – but the substance will always trump the figleaf of the form.
What the public sees, and far more importantly, what our students see, is the College sanctioning a major
departure from the Word, one well rebuked by Al Mohler the same week all these things took place.
Indeed, it is as impossible that our students and public will see that substantive departure and believe
Criswell College upholds the BFM and 1st Timothy 2 and 3 as that any of us believed Barack Obama’s
pre-Obergefell protestations of opposition to gay marriage, or Beth Moore’s pre-April 2021 protestations
of belief in complementarianism. And our students will adopt the College’s actions, not its words, which
as with so many progressives and Obama, they will retrospectively decry as halfway and hypocritical.
With great respect to those of you who see this differently, including those who may actively support
egalitarianism, I prefer not to sanction that, particularly when our President feels the obviously justified
freedom to act upon it unilaterally. If service as a Trustee of Criswell College has no meaning anymore
beyond that of a legally-mandated rubber stamp, it is simply not worth my time or reputation.
It is therefore with a heavy heart that I submit this my resignation.
For the Kingdom,

Rod D. Martin
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